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 the second term on the right-hand side cancels the Vo part of the first term. 
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What if we take unlinked 
terms into account ?



n=3

What if we take unlinked terms into account ?



Size extensivity
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Lets see an other example… 

Size consistency











Thus, we replace the generalized Bloch Eq. For the n-order Ω(n)

 

with the LDE



Unlinked, nonlinear terms have no physical

relevance, they are retained in truncated CI, 

while they are eliminated in LDE.

● So why not use LDE? 

● why do we need Coupled Cluster? 



So far we have used the 
Perturbative Expansion





● We have seen how the electron correlation can be treated order by order. 
● It is quite obvious, however, that this approach rapidly gets very cumbersome, 

and  it is hardly feasible to go beyond the third-order energy in this way. 

● As an alternative to the order-by-order expansion, the equations above can be 
separated into a hierarchy of coupled one-, two-, ... particle equations, which can be 
solved by means of an iterative procedure.

● This leads to a set of coupled equations, and solving them self-consistently is 
equivalent to evaluating certain terms of the perturbation expansion to all orders.



Be atom for which very accurate 
configuration-interaction (CI) 
calculations have been performed 

by Bunge [1968, 1976a,b]. 

● Qualitatively, we can understand these results by considering the order-by-order expansion 
of the energy. Remember the Brillouin condition: 

● e.g., the first contribution from triples:
A 4th order energy diagram resulting from 
a 2nd order triple excitation Ω(2) operator



why do we need Coupled Cluster? 



V times a 4-body Ω V  times two 2-body Ω

why do we need Coupled Cluster? 



● In LDE unlinked diagrams of ΩPV  Ω are cancelled by unlinked diagrams of QVΩ.

● However, quadruply excited terms of  Ω in QVΩ are required in order to cancel unlinked 

diagrams of ΩPVΩ with double excitations in the 2 Ω operators. 

● Therefore, if the Bloch equation – or the Schrodinger equation - is truncated after double 

excitations, all unlinked diagrams with double excitations will not be cancelled. 

● Hence, CI with singles and doubles is not size-extensive.

● By a slight modification of LDE it is possible to include such effects, which leads to the 

exp(S) formalism or the coupled-cluster approach. I will show... 

● Such a procedure will then be more accurate than ordinary LDE-truncated at the same 

point-and it would have the important property that the wave function-as well as the energy-

separates correctly when a system dissociates into smaller fragments.
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Why more accurate procedure ?



It has been found that "independent" pair excitations represented by the disconnected diagram 
corresponds to the most important quadruple excitations.

Why more accurate procedure ?



Sn - is the Cluster Operator 

of n excitations,

accounting for simultaneous 

interaction of n electrons. 



V  time  
each 2-body

V times two 2-body 

why do we need Coupled Cluster? 



V  time  
each 2-body

V times two 2-body 

why do we need Coupled Cluster? 

does not happen in CC!Thus 



FOR CLOSED SHELL SYSTEMS



Size extensivity
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     Size extensivity        



Size consistency Size extensivity









CC vs. CI

S:

D:

T:

Q:

FCI



Similarity of the coupled-cluster (CC) equations



T - is the Cluster Operator of two excitations

CCD - Coupled Cluster with Doubles



CCD equation



CCD equation
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CCD equation



● Initial guess: T2=V2

● After one iteration ECC=EMP2

Solve self-consistently 

➔ Evaluate all diagrams

➔ Update T2 at each iteration

➔ Until convergence of the energy and 

amplitudes

CCD equation



CCSD - Coupled Cluster with Singles and Doubles

The equations for I=1 and I=2 are coupled
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